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Mememagic (MMMG), the world’s first meme coin on the Solana Chain-Based, draws great attention
from crypto enthusiasts with its IEO. Notably, Mememagic ecosystem burned 91% of its total supply,
achieved 20K+ holders, reached 100K transactions, and witnessed a spectacular 2800% price rise in
just 24 hours.

Then, what is Mememagic (MMMG)? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a close look at
this meme coin project.

BTCC, one of the longest-running crypto exchanges in the world,  supports trading for
300+ virtual currencies with leverage ranging from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading
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What is Mememagic (MMMG)?

Mememagic (MMMG) is the first community-based token that lets holders own and maintain its
value. Notably, Mememagic (MMMG) token automatically burns with each buy to help manage
volatility in an unstable market. This gives holders more control over their investments within
MemeMagic community.

As a utility token used in many Web3 applications and platforms, Mememagic (MMMG) aims to be
widely adopted by integrating with as many platforms as possible. This makes the token useful and
valuable for various applications. As a community-based token, MemeMagic appreciates in value
with each purchase.
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Mememagic (MMMG) Tokenomics

With a total supply of 10 billion tokens, the distribution of the tokens is as follows:

Owners: 1% (The owner holds just 1% of the total supply. Even this 1% will go to burning.
This confirms that no single entity has ownership).
Public Trade: 9% (A portion is available for public trading, allowing the community to buy
and trade MemeMagic coins.)
Token Burning: 90% (The majority of the tokens have been permanently removed from
circulation to increase the benefit of the overall token economy.)

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BTCUSDT,BTCUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

Mememagic (MMMG) Roadmap

As the most powerful meme coin that puts community first, Mememagic team designed specific
roadmap to drive Mememagic (MMMG) grow. The detail information about Mememagic (MMMG)
Roadmap can be seen as below chart:
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Mememagic (MMMG) IEO

Mememagic (MMMG) commenced its token sale on June 27th at 08:00 UTC, with a primary goal of
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achieving an appropriate price for the MMMG token and showcasing its real-world functionality.

“This initiative is primarily established and elected by the community for the community.”  The
community determines the market projections, including the token’s price and supply.

Every token purchase automatically triggers a burn, effectively controlling the total number of
tokens in circulation. For example, in a IEO sale, if anyone purchased 100 MemeMagic (MMMG)
tokens, the buyer will receive 100 Mememagic (MMMG) tokens, and at the same time, 100
Mememagic (MMMG) tokens will be sent to the burning wallet automatically. This burning process
will continue until the IEO sale is completed.

As a result, the token successfully reached over 100,000 transactions, and the price of the token
increased by 2,850% in more than 24 hours without being listed on any exchanges.

The IEO sale started at $0.0001, raising 1 million USD in the liquidity pool. At present, the IEO sale
is running at $0.00115. Everyone is capable of participating in this offer without missing out.

Mememagic (MMMG) Referral Program

Notably, users are also able to effortlessly maximize their earnings by growing their network
through the 5-Levels of referral program of Mememagic (MMMG).

By simply referring friends and expanding your network, you can earn up to 8% commission from
the first purchases made through your referral chain. This commission is directly deposited into your
wallet. Besides, if any user buys MMMG tokens on the Solana chain, they receive a 10% bonus, a 5%
bonus on the TON chain, and a 3% bonus for all EVM chains.
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Is Mememagic (MMMG) a Good Investment in 2024?

MemeMagic (MMMG) is the first community-based token that lets holders own and maintain its
value. With its impressive IEO sale performance, Mememagic (MMMG) is predicted to be traded
within a price range of $3.00 to $7.00 during the exchange listing, with expectations of reaching 10
million holders. As a fully community-owned token, Mememagic (MMMG) meme coin is widly
expected to bring massive return to its holders, boosting a promising future.

However, crypto landscape is quite volatile. Can Mememagic (MMMG) ascend to become the next
100X crypto? It remains to be seen. All investors are advised to do enough homework and stay with
great caution before making any decision regarding Mememagic (MMMG).

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BTCUSDT,BTCUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

How to Buy the MMMG Token?

Currently, MMMG’s IEO sale is ongoing, running at a price of $0.00115. Mememagic token is
designed to show that cryptocurrencies can be stable and valuable assets. Investors can buy MMMG
tokens with various cryptocurrencies, making investing for the long term easy.

That’s all information about Mememagic (MMMG). If you want to know more information about
Mememagic (MMMG) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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About BTCC

BTCC IS one of the longest-running exchangeS in the world. As a old exchange enjoy good
reputation, BTCC  is more reliable for crypto trading.

BTCC is among the best and safest platforms to buy cryptos. The shining points of BTCC summarize
as below:

Industry-leading security

BTCC attaches great importance on security. Since founded in 2011, BTCC has never been hacked
or been a victim of any other kind of successful malicious attack, which fully illustrates its security
capabilities. Through measures like segregation of assets, 1:1 storage of users’ assets, money
laundering prevention and identity authentication and no collateralising tokens for loans, BTCC
enjoys good reputation in asset security.

High liquidity & volume

BTCC is ranked top 10 by trading volume on both CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko, the world’s two
largest crypto information platforms. BTCC prides itself on providing crypto futures trading services
to users worldwide with market-leading liquidity, offering perpetual futures on over 300
cryptocurrencies, including BTC, ETH, DOGE, LTC, SOL, XRP, SHIB, etc.

Extremely low fees
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Charging high fees means less return for investors. Compared with other major exchanges, BTCC
only charges 0.06% for both takers and makers, which are far below the industry average. According
to the largest and most recent empirical study on crypto exchange trading fees, the average spot
trading taker fee is 0.2294% and the maker fee is 0.1854%.

High and rich bonus

BTCC holds all kinds of campaigns where investors can participate to win exciting bonus. For
example, new users can get rewards up to 10,055 USDT coupon through completing relevant
missions, like registration, identity verification, first deposits, cumulative futures trading volume,
etc. Besides, becoming VIP also can enjoy rewards like VIP-exclusive perks, including discounts on
trading fees, access to exclusive campaigns, BTCC merch, priority customer support, fast
withdrawal, and many more.

Excellent customer service

BTCC also gains great reputation in terms of customer support. If you are confused or have problem
in the process of trading currencies, you can obtain customer support via email and live chat, BTCC
offers 24/7 online customer service for you.
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